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(NANO Corp) Fanch Francis :
“To build a European
champion, you have to look
for customers and investors
in Europe from the outset.”

For the co-founder and director of NANO

Corp, a French company specialising in deep

observability, a European champion in this

�eld can only be built by facing up to the

realities on the ground beyond national

borders.

Read the article

APSSIS conference helps
hospitals improve their
cybersecurit

Hospitals are regularly in the spotlight as

victims of devastating cyberattacks. Despite

this, they are making steady progress with

their cybersecurity. Events such as the 11th

National Conference on the Security of

Health Information Systems help drive this

improvement. Here’s a look back at a very

informative conference.

Read the article

SOCMINT, GEOINT, COMINT:
three sub-disciplines of
OSINT explained

To identify who is behind a political

poisoning incident, track the comings and

goings of a billionaire’s private jet, or even

monitor an army’s movements on the

ground, open-source researchers frequently

juggle multiple specialities. We take a close

look at three well-known OSINT sub-

disciplines.

Read the article

Ukraine: the teacher turned
hacker

Before Russia invaded Ukraine in February

2022, Trokhym Babych was a computer

program designer. He taught coding and

program design in schools and gave lectures

on digital transformation. He decided to

leave his job to help his country �ght Russia

and now describes himself as a hacker and

hacktivist.

Read the article
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NewSpace: new frontiers and new challenges for cybersecurity

In 2022, European members of Parliament meeting at the Interparliamentary Conference on

Space stated that Europe needed standalone and sustainable access to space. The space sector is

clearly an eminently sovereign domain, and it is fair to say that space and cybersecurity are

closely linked, including for NewSpace operators.

Read the edito

NEW! Download the Cahiers InCyber!

inCyber breakfast : Cybersecurity: the keys to crisis
management

September, 12 2023

The next inCyber breakfast will take place in person and by video on September 12, 2023, from

9:00 to 10:30 a.m., on the theme of “Cybersecurity: the keys to crisis management”.

“There are two types of organization: those that have already fallen victim to a cyber-attack, and those

that soon will”, announced Guillaume Poupard in 2022.

With their growing dependence on technology, organizations are faced with an ever-changing

cyber threat, which can jeopardize their activities, data, and reputation.

In the face of this risk, cyber crisis management has become an essential skill for any entity

wishing to protect its interests as well as those of its employees, customers, and users.

Register!
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